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Abstract. We presentobservationalevidencefor the generation of Langmuir
envelopesolironsin the sourceregionsof solar type III radio bursts. The solirons
appear to be formed by electron beams which excite either the modulational

instabilityor oscillatingtwo-streaminstability (OTSI). Milliseconddata from the
UlyssesUnifiedRadio and PlasmaWave Experiment(URAP) showthat Langmuir
wavesassociatedwith type III bursts occur as broad intense peaks with timescales

rangingfrom 15 to 90 ms (6- 27 kin). These broadfield structureshavethe
propertiesexpectedof Langmuir envelopesolirons,namely, the normalizedpeak

energydensities,
WL/n•T• • 10-• are wellabovethe modulational
instability
threshold;the spatial scalesL, which range from 1 to 5 Langmuir wavelengths,

•how• highd•g• of inv•

•o•l•ion wi•h (W•/•r•)•/•; •d •h• ob•v•d

widths of these broad peaks agree well with the predicted widths of envelope
solirons.We showthat the orientationof the Langmuirfield structuresis random
with respectto the ambient magneticfield, indicating that they are probably
isotropicstructures that have evolved from initially pancake-likesolirons. These
observationssuggestthat strong turbulence processes,such as the modulational
instability or the OTSI, stabilize the electxonbeamsthat producetype III bursts.
1.

Dowall, 1998] indicatethat the electronbeamsreach
I astronomicalunit (AU) or more. Consequently,
the

Introduction

The production of solar type III radio emission in- beam cannot be in continuousresonancewith Langmuir
volvesthe generationof high levelsof Langmuir waves waves while propagating from the corona to and beand their subsequentconversioninto electromagnetic yond 1 AU. Someprocessmust removeLangmuir waves
radiation
at fpeand2fpe(fpe= (nee2/•rme)
•/2 is the from resonancewith the beam by, for example, reducing
electron plasma frequency, where e, he, and me are kL through weak turbulenceprocesses,suchas induced
the electroncharge,number density,and mass,respec- scatteringor electrostaticdecay[seeKaplan and Tsy-

tively). Electronbeamspropagatingoutwardfrom the

tovich,1973]or by increasingkL throughstrongturbu-

Sun amplify Langmuir wavesthrough the bump-on-tail

lence processessuch as the modulational instability or

instability[Bohmand Gross,1949]at the resonantfre-

oscillating-two-stream
instability(OTSI) [Papadopoulos
et al., '1974;Smith et al., 1979; Goldsteinet al., 1979].

quency WL -- kLVb,where kL is the wave number of the
Langmuir wave, vb is the speed of the electron beam,

w• - Wpe
+

,

- 2•rfpeandVTeis theelec-

tron thermal speed. Early theoretical models describing the injection of electron beams into the solar atmospherepredicted that excitation of Langmuir waves
would extract all the streaming energy from the elec-

tronswithin 100 km or less[$turrock,1964; Tsytovich,
1970],whereasin situ detectionof type III burst associated Langmuirwavesand electronbeams[Lin et al.,
1986; Kellogg et al, 1992; Reiner et al., 1992; Thejappa et al., 1993a, b, 1995, 1996; Thejappa and Mac•Department
of Astronomy,
University
of Maryland,CollegePark.
2NASAGoddard
Space
FlightCenter,Greenbelt,
Maryland.

Beam stabilization occurs via weak turbulence processes,when the rate of removalof Langmuir wavesfrom
resonancewith the beam exceedsthe growth rate of the
instability. In contrast, the wavepacketsgenerated by
strong turbulence exert a ponderomotiveforce on the
plasma, making it spatially inhomogeneous,thus causing a lossof coherenceand alecouplingthe wavepacket
and beam. In the first applicationof strong turbulence
theory to the type III burst problem, Papadopouloset

al. [1974]usedthe term oscillatingtwo streaminstability, or OTSI, to describethe initial strong turbulence
processesthat form the small-scale soliron-like structures. During later stagesof evolution, these solirons

collapse[Zakharov,1972;Nicholsonet al., 1978;Kellogg
Copyright1999by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.

et al., 1992; Shapiro and $hevchenko,1984; Robinson,
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1997].
The linear regime of the OTSI or modulational in-
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lope solitonwhichis the envelopeof the high-frequency coexistenceof electrostaticdecaywith modulationalinLangmuir waves trapped inside a self-generatedden- stabilities. In section5, we presentthe conclusions.
sity cavity. The envelope soliton is also referred to as

an oscillatingsoliton[Kuznetsov
et al., 1986],because 2.

it containsoscillationsof definite frequencyand wavelength. The size of the envelopesolitoh,which ranges
from i to severalLangmuir wavelengthsis determined
by the peak intensityof the trapped waves:the higher
the field strength, the narrowerthe width.
In previous studies, we evaluated the emissionmech-

Observations

Vie concentrate primarily on three local type III
eventsand their associatedin situ waves,observedby
the URAP experiment on December 11, 1990, Febru-

ary 22, 1991(identifiedby Reiner et al. [1992]),and
March7, 1991(identifiedby Thejappaet al. [1993a]).

anismsat fpe [Thejappaet al., 1993a,b] and at 2fpc In addition to a variety of wave data from the Radio
[Thejappaet al., 1996]usingin situ wavedata associ- AstronomyReceiver(RAR), the PlasmaFrequency
Reated with severaltype III burstsfrom the Unified Radio ceiver(rrR), theWaveFormAnalyzer(WFA), andthe
andPlasmaWaveExperiment(URAP) onUlysses.Our FastEnvelopeSampler(FES) of the.URAP experiment
main emphasisin those studies was to evaluate various [Stoneet al., 1992],weusemagnetic
field(B) datafrom
type III emissionmechanisms.In the presentpaper, we the fluxgatemagnetometer[Baloghet al., 1992], and
reanalyzethe high-resolutionobservations
of Langmuir theelectrondensity(n•), electrontemperature(Te), ion
waves that occur as the broad intense field structures
temperature(T,.),andsolarwindspeed(V•w)datafrom
with durationsrangingfrom 15 to 90 ms. We arguethat the SolarWind PlasmaExperimentSWOOPS[Bameet
these field structuresare probably quasi-stableLang- al., 1992]. Thesedata were providedby the National
muir envelopesolitonsgenerated by the modulational SpaceScienceData Center(NSSDC).
instability. Our conclusionis based on the fact that
In columns 1, 2, and 3 of Figure 1, we present the
the peak intensitiesare well above the modulational in- peak electric field signalscorrespondingto local type
stabilitythresholds,
the spatialscales(1 - 5 Langmuir III eventsof December 11, February 22, and March 7,
wavelengths,
AL) are consistentwith the widthscom- respectively. The first and secondrows show the time
puted for envelopesolitons,and, most importantly, the profilesof the type III burstsat their respective
~ 2fp•
widths of theseenvelopesvary inverselywith their peak and ~ fp• values,whereasthe bottom row showsthe
intensities.
correspondingLangmuir wave electric field signals. It
For most of the Langmuirwavebroadpeaks,the nor- is clear from Figure i that the type III burst time promalizedenergydensitiesWL/(neTe) are slightlyless files are generallycharacterizedby a steeprise followed
than or equalto the corresponding
valuesof
by a smoothand slowdecay. Sincethe secondharmonic
wheref•e = eB/(m•c) is the electroncyclotronfre- emissionsdo not have exactly the same time developquency. A careful examination of the data has revealed ment as that of fundamentalemissions,it is very likely
that the ambientmagneticfield B is orientedrandomly that the high-frequencyelectromagneticemissionconwith respectto the antennadirection,whichis the prob- tains the first as well as the second harmonics. It is clear
abledirectionof the high-resolution
eventsof Langmuir from the bottom row that the Langmuir wave electric
wave field structures. This implies that even though fieldsare very bursty in nature. Their peak amplitudes
magnetizedLangmuir wavesinitially form pancake-like are 3 to 4 orders of magnitude larger than the respecstructureswith transversespatialscales$x muchlarger tive type III burst electric field amplitudes. The type
than the longitudinalones (S), i.e., $x >> $, they III burst electric field measurements are from the RAR
evolveinto more isotropicstructureswith S, ~ S. This with a time resolutionof ~ 128 s and a high sensitivisotropizationoccursbecausethe perpendicularspatial ity of ~ 30 nVHz-•/2 at 10kHz. The Langmuir
wave
scalesdecreasemorerapidly than do the parallelspatial data are from the PFR with a time resolution of ~ 16 s
2
,scalesso longas the inequality 2 = fl•/wp•
holds (maximumvaluein 16-swindows)andarms sensitivity

[Krasnoselskikh
andSotnikov,1977].We alsoShowob- of~ 100nVHz-•/2 at 10kHz. It isclearfromFigure1

servationsof weak spectral enhancementsof ion acous- that the intenseLangmuir wave activity coincideswith
tic wavesat ~ 100 Hz in associationwith the envelope the peak of the type III burst emission. In Table 1,
solitons. We discussthe implicationsof theseobserva- we list all relevant solar wind parameters, such as the
tions for the stabilization of the electron beams that
electron density, he, the electron temperature, Te, the
excite type III radio bursts.
ion temperature, 5q, the solar wind speed, V•, and the
In section 2, we present the observations.Section 3 magneticfield, B.
containsa solutionof Zakharov'sequation(unmagne- Figure 2 showsthe high time resolutionsnapshotsof
tized case)in the form of an envelopesolitonand com- Langmuir wave electric field envelopesassociatedwith
paresit with observations.The magnetizedLangmuir the type III bursts of December 11, 1990, February 22,
waves are shown to form planar solirons that evolve 1991, and March 7, 1991, respectively. These data are
into isotropicsolitonsand eventuallycollapse. In sec- obtained by the FES, which is capableof resolvingthe
tion 4, we discussthe implicationsof theseobservations field structures with time scales as small as one millisec-

for type III burst beam stabilization and the possible ond (for a detaileddescriptionof the instrument,see
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Table 1. Summary of the ObservedSolar Wind Parameters During the Type
III Events of the Present Study

Dec. 11
Feb. 22
Mar. ?

1.7 x 106
1.3 x 106
1.3 x 106

11.6
10.2
10.2

6
2
2

2 x 10-4
3 x 10-$
3 x 10-$

1.0 x 10$
7.6 x 104
4.7 x 104

5 x 104
1 x 104
7' x 10s

17
17
13

382
310
401

45
30
21

Heregivenarethedateof typeIII event;the observed
electrondensitynein m-S; the
observedelectronplasma frequencyfpe in kHz; the observedmagneticfield B in units

of nT; (f•e/cope)
•', wheref•e and cope
are the electroncyclotron
and electron
plasma
frequencies,
respectively;
the averageelectrontemperature
Te in OK;the averageion
temperatureTi in OK;the Debyelength•D in meters;the solarwindspeedV•. in
Km/s; the ion-soundspeedc• in Km/s.

Kellogget al. [1992]and Theissen
andKellogg[1993]).

Such an excellent

As seenin Figure 2, the Langmuirwaveeventsshowrandom fluctuations in the beginningand a broad intense
peak in the middle, after ~ 500 ms. Step-likestructures
are often presentduring the rising phaseof thesebroad
peaks. The asymmetricshapesand enhancednoiselevels during the decay phase of these events are due to
the 32-dB attenuator, activated by the intense central

served field structures most probably correspond to
Langmuir wavefieldstrapped insideself-generateddensity cavities.
In Figures 4, we plot the low frequencyelectric field
spectra observedby the WFA in the frequency range
0- 448 Hz, as well as high frequencyelectricfield spec-

peak (seethe FES eventsof February22, 1991). The

2-min intervalscontainingthe times of the FES events.
The dotted lines correspondto the instrumental threshbid of WFA. The prominent spectral peaks at • 10
kHz correspondto Langmuir waves,and weak spectral
enhancementsat -,, 100 Hz correspondto ion acoustic

role of the attenuator is to extend the dynamicrangeof
the system,i.e., wheneverthe signalrisesto saturation,
the attenuator is switchedinto the signalstream,which
remains connectedfor the remainder of the event cycle.
We have examined

the orientation

of the solar wind

magneticfields with respectto the X antenna. During
most of theseFES events,the magneticfield is oriented
randomly with respect to the X antenna. Becausethe
FES capturesthe most intensesignalsduring each30min interval, the observedevents probably have their
electric fields aligned along the antenna direction. This
suggeststhat the Langmuir wave electricfield signals.
of this study are also oriented randomly with respect
to the magneticfield. This implies that the Langmuir
envelopesare approximatelyisotropic.
In Table 2, we presentthe summary of the high time

resolutionobservations.These include(1) the peak
electric

field intensities

of the broad central field struc-

tures,E•, (2) the normalizedLangmuirwavepeaken-

ergydensities,
W•/(n•T•) - eoEi/(2n•T•) (e0is the

correlation

indicates

that

these ob-

tra observed
by the PFR (0.57- 35 kHz), during1- or

waves.

In the following sections,we examine whether the
prominent broad central peaks of Figure 2 are quasistable Langmuir envelopesolitons and discusstheir
possiblegeneration mechanisms. We discussbriefly
whether the observedelectric field spectral enhancements at low frequenciesduring the intenseLangmuir

waveenvelopes
aredueto the coexistence
of the electrostaticdecay(weakturbulence)and modulational
instability(strongturbulence)processes
in someof the
type III burst sourceregions.

3. Modulational Instability and
Langmuir Envelope Solirons
Neglectingthe magneticfield, the dispersionrelation

dielectricpermittivityof the free space),(3) the mea- of Langmuir wavescan be written as
sured0.2-powerdurationof broadpeak,(t0.•) in units
2 q-Sk•v[e'
(1)
w• -- Wpe
of ms, (4) the 0.2-powerwidths of the broad peaks,
L0.• = t0.•,
and (5) the predicted0.2-powerwidths where vTe is the electronthermal speed. Whether the
of envelopesolitons&.• calculatedusingthe observed beamexcitedLangmuirwavepacketsbroadenowingto
dispersion
(weakturbulenceprocesses)
or shrinkowW•/(n•T•) andAo (seesection.3).
In Figure 3, the plot of the 0.2-power widths of ing to ponderomotiveeffectsis determinedby a threshthe broad FES peaks, L0.•, versusthe squareroot of old (neglecting
dissipation)(Sagdeer,
1979;Shapiroand
the corresponding
•nversenormalizedenergydensities, $hevchenko,
1984]:

[(n,T,)/W•]•/• is presented.
As seenfromFigure3,
L0.2incre,eswith[(n,T,)/W•]•/•, implying
that the
more intense the peak, the narrower the width. We
compute the correlation coefficientin this case as • 0.9.

• 3(AkrOn)•,

(2)

where •k• .is the averagespread in wave numbersof
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Figure 2. High time resolutionobservations
of Langmuirwavesobservedduring the type III
burst eventsof December11, 1990, February 22, 1991, and March 7, 1991. These measurements

were taken with a wide band (6-60 kHz) filter, and 1.12-mstime resolution. The enhanced
backgroundlevelafter ~ 600 ms in many of the panelswascausedby the switch-onof the 32 dB
attenuator. Narrow intensespikesobservedon top of the central broad peaks of the December
11 and March ? eventshavebeenremovedfrom the data. The broad central peaksseenon all 3
days satisfythe conditionsexpectedof envelopesolitons.

the Langmuirwavepacket.This is relatedto the typi- from N _• ln p, where p is ratio of the peak electric
cal valuesof the velocitydispersionin the beam,Avb, field amplitudeof the broadpeak (Figure 2) to the
and the observednumberof linear growthtimes, N, of thermal backgroundwhich is approximately an order
Langmuir wavesbefore onsetof the modulational insta-

bility as [cf. Linet al., 1986]:
Akr

kœ

Avb In 2

= ----.

vb 2N

(3)

N, the numberof linear growth times can be estimated

of magnitude lower than the instrumental background.
Here we note that no self-consistentprocedure is available for incorporatingthe collisionless
dissipationin the

thresholdcriterion(2); however,it is mostlikely that
the dissipationprocesses
slightly increasethe modulational instability thresholdsin comparisonto those esti-
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Figure2. (cOntinued)
matesobtainedfrom equation(2). In the presentcase,
the observedratio of p ~ 10s corresponds
to N ~ 7.
So, for Avb/vb_• 0.15 [Lin et al. 1986]and N ~ 7,
we obtain Ak•./k•. _• 7 x 10-s. For typicalbeam

(,•)) corresponding
to theseeventsare 17, 17, and 13
m (seeTable 1). By usingthesevaluesof AkL and
the modulationalinstabilitythresholdWth/ (n•Te) is estimated as~6x

speeds,vb~ 6 x 107m s-1 [Ergunet al., 1998],and

three events. Here we note that the initial

10-s 5x 10-s and5x

10-sfor the
beam excited

the observedvaluesof the electron plasmafrequencies

Langmuir
wavenumbers
arekLAD• (me/mi)•/2, and

fre (Table1), weobtaink•. ~ wre/v•~ 1.2x 10-3

thecorresponding
groupspeeds
areVg= 3(k•.AD)VTe
~
(0.04- 0.06)VTe~ c•, whereme and mi are the elec-

m -•

~ 11x

10-am -•

and ~ 11x

10-s m -•

for

tron and ion masses,and VTe and c• are the electron
the December 11, February 22, and March 7 type III
events,respectively.The corresponding
wavelengths
are thermalspeedand ion acousticspeed,respectively.
From Table 2, it is clear that the observednormalA•; ~ 2•r/k•; ~ 5, 5.7, and 5.7 km. Usingthe estimated
valuesof Ak•./k•. _• 7 x 10-3, wefindAk•. ~ 8.4x 10-6 izedpeakenergydensitiesW•./(neTe) significantly
exm -• ~ 7.7x 10-6 m -• and ~ 7.7x 10-6 m -1 for ceed the modulational instability thresholds. This imthe three events. The observedvaluesof Debye lengths pliesthat the ponderomotiveforce effectsthat drive the
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Figure2. (continued)
modulational instability are strongerthan dispersiveeffects. The ponderomotiveforce arisesfrom spatial gradientsin waveintensitywhich affectsboth electronsand
ionsequallycausingthem to movetoward the intensity
minima, thus forminga ripple, $n•, in the plasmadensity. The wavesget trapped in thoseregionswhere the
densityis low because,from the Langmuir wavedisper-

the groupdispersion
dvg/dk• whichtendsto spreadthe
wave packet. Thus, after the modulational instability
has grownsomewhat,the Langmuir wave electricfields
in real spaceconsistof wave packetswith group speeds
lessthan ~ cs. These wave packetswill begin evolving
into a seriesof Langmuir envelopesolitonswith group

speedslessthan ~ cs[Degtyarevet al., 1974;Nicholson
sionrelation,waveswith largekr• exist only wherecore et al., 1978].
is small. The wave trapping further enhancesthe in3.1. Envelope Solirons in an Unmagnetized
tensity in the regionswhere it was already high, thus Plasma
causinga ripple in the envelopeto grow. For the modulational instability to occur, it is essentialthat the nonThe set of equationsdescribingthe.modulationalinwhich includeenvelo'pesoliton for-'
linear frequencyshift $c0•,responsiblefor the shrinkage stability processes,
of the wave packet, shouldhave a sign oppositethat of mation are the well-knownZakharov[1972]equations,
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which,in onedimension,take the form

Table 2. Summary of the High Time Resolution
Observationsof Langmuir waves

.OE

,•wL
•,

E•, V/m

t0.2, ms L0.2, Km

+

$0.2, Km

=

December 11, 1990

Or2
3.3 x 10-a
3.2 x 10-a
3.3 x 10-s

2.0 x 10-5
1.9 x 10-5
2.0 x 10-5

58.4
35.1
54.5

22.3
13.4
20.8

21.2
21.8
21.2

=

Oz2

Oz2

1.7 x 10-5
1.0 x 10-5

62.3
85.7

Nicholson[1983]'

(a)

19.3
26.6

22.7
29.6

(7)

March 7, 1991
2.3
4.6
3.0
3.4

x
x
x
x

10-s
10-a
10-a
10-a

2.8
1.0
4.7
6.0

x
x
x
x

10-5
10-4
10-5
10-5

23.4
15.6
27.3
23.4

(5)

Here we use the dimensionlessvariables defined by

February 22, 1991
2.3 x 10-a
1.8 x 10-s

(4)

(8)
9.4
6.3
10.9
9.6

13.0
6.9
10.0
8.9

(9)
(10)

Here are the observedpeak electric field of the broad cen-

tral peak E r•; the correspondingnormalizedenergydensity,
Wt•/(neTe); the measured0.2-powerduration of the broad
centralpeak t0.2;the corresponding
width L0.2(calculatedusing the formula:L0.2- t0.2x Vs•, whereVs• is the solarwind
speedas givenin Table 1); the predictedspatial scaleof the

where% and 7i are the specificheat ratiosof electrons
and ions,respectively.The solutionsof equations(4)

and(5) canbefoundin termsof envelope
solitons
movingwith constantspeedsV _• Vo,whereVo is the group
envelopesolitonS0.2(calculated
usingequation(32) for the. velocityof the Langmuirwaves. Several'
authors[see
observedvaluesof Wr,/(neT•), ),v, r/and the assumedvalue Rudakov,1973; Kingsepet al., 1973; Nishikawaet al.,
of ~ l/v%
1974;$chamelet al., 1977;Kuznetsov
et al.•1986]have

Width L0.2 .vs. (neTe/W•.)
'/a of the Broad FES Peaks
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Figure3. Observed
0.2-power
widthL0.•ofthebroad
FESpeaks
versus
[(neT•)/Wœ]
1/•. Here

the L0.• is calculatedusingthe relation,L0.• - t0.2x V•w,wheret0.• is the 0.2-powerdurationof
the broadpeaksand V• is the solarwindspeedasgivenin Table1, n• and T• are the electron
densityand temperatures,respectively,
and Wœis the peak energydensityof the broadFES
peaks.The correlationcoefficient
in this caseis 0.9.
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Figure 4. Spectralplotsof electricfieldsobserved
by the WFA andPFR during1- or 2-min
intervalscovering
the hightimeresolution
snapshots
of Figure2. The dottedlinecorresponds
to
instrumental
threshold.
The spectralpeakat ~ 104 Hz corresponds
to Langmuirwaves.

obtained the envelopesoliton solutionsby solvingequa-

c• =

tions(4) and (5) underdifferentapproximations.
These
authorseither have neglectedthe ion temperatures,i.e.,
• ~ 0, or have solvedthe nonlinear Schrodingerequa-

the soliton

solutions

for realistic

solar

wind conditions and compare them with observations.
The Mach number of the envelopesoliton is defined as
V

M - --,
Cs

where the ion soundspeedc• is definedas

(11)

.

Without lossof generality,one can take % -

tion (obtainedby neglectingthe first term in equation
(5)) for stationarysolitons.In this paper,our motivation is to obtain

mi

(12)
1 and

The solutions
for equations(4) and(5) canbe written
as

En -

E(•)exp[-ic)(r,•)]
n(•),

(13)
(14)

where• - z - Mr and • is the phaseof the envelope.
Becausetheseare the solutionsof solitonsmovingwith
constantspeedsV, the variablesE and n depend only
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Figure4. (continued)
on (z- Mr) but not on the spatialcoordinate,z and equation(22) becomes
time, r, separately.Equation(4) canbe separatedinto
imaginary and real parts'

-M75
+ [ O•r)
+ OE
OE
Or)
]- o

-• • +M• - O•r- •(•)• - •'

O•,2
- •(•'):•[1
- •(•')•]
(0e(•'))
. (24)

(15)

The solution of this equation, which decreasesas

(16) -l-oocan be written as [Tsytovich,1995]

e(•")-- cosh
-1•".

Fromequation(15), the phaseof the envelopecan be
obtained

as

Changingbackto the originalvariables(equation(23)),
equation
E(•)- Eoe(•)exp[-i4(r,•)] becomes
(17)

M•

+(r,•)- -•r+ 2 '

wherefl issomeconstant
frequency.
By using02/Or• -->
MO•/3•• andO•/Oz• -• 0•/0• • in equation
(5),weo•
tain

E_E0cosh_•
E0•
(•__••)
v/2(1
- M•)exp-i
- fir .

(2•)
Using
equations
(6)
-(10),
this
soliton
solution
can
be
(18)

E•

n-- - •'
1- M

expressedas

By substituting
n and•(r,•) fromequations
(18) and
(17) in equation(16), oneobtains

EœEœ0cosh_
•(x-Vt)cos(wNt_kox
) (27)
S

0•• =-E fl+

(25)

- 1-M•'

'

(19)whereEœis the amplitude of the envelopeand Eœ0is its
peak amplitude. These envelopesolitonscan be stable

By integrating once, this equation becomes

forsolitohspeeds
V < (1/V•)Cs[seeVladimirov
et al.,
1•].

•-

- -•

• +

-•-

+

2(l_M •)

.

(20)

example, wN is the nonlinearfrequencyshift, which is
related to the observableparametersas

WritingE(½)- E0e(½)and

fl-

M2

Let us discussthe significanceof eachterm in expres-

sion (27) in the light of the presentobservations.For

E•

4 2(1-M2)
'

(21)

equation(20) becmnes

WN

M • •/m•

Wœ

wpe

2 3 mi

8neTe

(28)

Forenvelope
solitons
with speedsV ~ Vg,the nonlinear
frequencyshift becomes:

O• = 2(1
- M•)e(•)2
[1- e(t')2],(22)
where E0 is the normalizedpeak intensity of the enve-

lope, and e(•) is someauxiliaryfunction. By making
the changeof variables

½-V/2(
1-M
•0 2)•',

WN

3 •

wpe= ••

Wœ

8n•T• '

(•9)

i.e., the nonlinear frequency shift wN is due to the

dispersion(a•t term in equation(29)) as well as the
ponderomotive
effects(secondterm in equation(29)).

(23) These two effectsopposeeachother, i.e., have opposite
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signs.Thesetypesof nonlinearfrequency
shiftsarevery suredvalueLo.2,are included.The $0.2 and L0.2 agree
difficultto measurebecause
they are too small(for ex- remarkablywell, except,perhaps,for the secondFES
ample,in the caseof a stationarysolitohwith M % 0, event of December 11 and first FES event of March 7
w•v/wp•
-• -Wl;/Sn•T•,which
is•_ 10-s fortheevents type III bursts. From Figure3, one can seethat these
of the presentstudy). The centralwavenumberof the two pointslie well belowthe fitted line.
Using L0.a and the wavelengthsof the Lungmuir
envelope
solitohk0 (equation(27))is definedas
waves,we can also estimatethe numberof Lungmuir

mi/ •/2
•D
M(•lm•
1'

ko- •

wavestrapped inside theseenvelopesolirons. For ex-

(30)

ample,the envelopes
of December11 contain5, 3, and
4 Lungmuirwaves;the February22 envelopes
contain3

i.e., k0• k• for V = Vg.The solitohwidthS is related and 5 waves;and the March 7 envelopescontain 2, 1,
to normalized
peakenergy• (equation(26)):
2, and2 waves,respectively.
In termsof Debyelengths,

[ 3, n•T•]
•/•

S- 1-Ma

AD, the widthsof envelopes
of December11, February
22, and March 7 are equalto 1320,790, 1230, 1160,160,
710,480,830, and 730, respectively.Thus we conclude

(31)

that the observedbroad field structures are Lungmuir

i.e.,S • •v (Wr/n•Te)
-•/•. Thisrelationship
between
envelopesolironsbecausethe measuredspatial scales
the solitohwidth and the peak energydensitycan be

are in excellentagreementwith the predictedwidths,

observationally
verified.Forexample,
in Table2, the S0.a and becauseof an excellent correlation between
observed
valuesof Wr/(neTe) andthe0.2-power
widths

theL0.aand(n,T,/W•;)
•/• asexpected
forenvelope

L0.2of the broad peaks are given. In Figure 3, we

solitons.

plot the measured0.2-powerwidth of the broadpeaks

L0.2versus
(Wr/neT•)
-•/• which
shows
thathigher3.2. Langmuir Solitons in a Weakly
the(Wr/n•Te)
•/" narrower
thewidthL02We cal- Magnetized Plasma
culate the correlation coefficient between the observed

values
ofL0.2and
(Wr/n•T•)
-•/• as• 0.9.Thusthe

In the caseof type III bursts,althoughthe ambient
magneticfield B is very weak,it guidesthe electron

observations
agreevery well with the expectedscaling
beam from inner solar atmosphereto severalAU in the
for Lungmuirenvelopesolirons(equation(31)). This
solarwind, thus the beam velocity•o is almostparalimpliesthat the Lungmuirwaveburstscapturedby the

lel to the ambientmagneticfield, B. The weak magF ES instrument are most probably the fields trapped netic field also determines the evolution of the beam exinsideself-generateddensitycavities.
citedLungmuir
wavespectrum,
whichisforwardpeaked
We can also computethe predictedwidths of envewith a growthrate of [Kaplanand Tsytovich,
1973]:
lope solironsusingequation(31), sinceall the quanti-

7o/wp•
= no/ne(vo/Avo)
• cos0, where
noandn• arethe

tieson the right-handside(RHS) are menuredexcept electron densitiesof the beam and the ambient plasma,
the MuchnumberM, whichcanbe takenas• 1/•
respectively,
vois the beamspeed,Avois the spreadin
corresponding
to the stable Lungmuirenvelopesolithe beamspeedand 0 is the anglebetween•o and k•.
rons. For the menured temperatures
of electrons(Te)
Sincethis growthpeaksat 0 •0 0, the initial spectrum
and ions (•) • given in Table 2, we obtain • = of beam excitedLungmuirwavesis one-dimensional
in
(%T• + 7i•)/T• • 2.25,1.33,and • 1.37,for Decem- nature.
ber 11, February 22, and March 7 events,respectively,
When the ambient magneticfield is taken into acwherewe haveassumed% = i and7i: 5/2. We denote
count, the dispersionrelationof Lungmuirwavesbethe envelopesolitohwidth, wherethe field is 0.2Er0
comes

S0.2 Therefore,from equations(26) and (27), we ob-

taincosh-•(So.,/S)
- 0.2for(So.a/S)
- 2.29,i.e.,for
t = 0 and x • S0.2 By using this, wecan write the
0.2-powerwidth of the envelopesolitoh

A•.
( • n•T•
)1/•

S0..•4 1- M"W•

where k• is the componentof the wave vector perpendicular to the ambientmagneticfield. In the static ap-

(32) proximation,theenvelopeequationfortheamplitudeof

the magnetizedLungmuirwavesin dimensionless
variThusS0.acan
beestimated
as• 6.7(n•T•/W•)
•/•
ableshasthe form [Dystheet al., 1978]
for
• 5.1
type
(n•T•/W•)
III events
•/•A•,
ofDecember,
and• February
5.2(n•T•/W•)
andMarch,
1/•

respectively,
where
wehaveusedM - V/c• • 1/•.
Using(W•/n•Te) and AD fromTables2 and 1, we es-

ell•-•-z•
+•-z4
+e•V•+•zz •zz •zz - 0,(34)

timate the expectedvaluesof 0.2-powerwidths of enß istheenvelope
ofLangmuir
waves,
ell- i • •
velopesolitonsS0.a The resultsare shownin Table where
2
2
2 where the predicted value S0.• • well as the men- andex- I - wpe/(w
2 - f•e). Bya numerical
method,
2
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a "pancake"~
shaped
solitonsymmetric
aroundan axis the soliton radiated away the electrostaticenergy,howparallel to B is found for this equation by Petviashvili ever,theycouldgetsucha solution.Rowland[1985],usshowedthat if Wœ/(neTe)•
[1975].He hasshownthat the thickness
of this soliron ing computersimulations,
is

S- AvI(Wr/n•T•)
•/•,

(35)

(•e/wpe)2, planarsolirons
witha finitetransverse
scale
would radiate the wave energybefore collapsing. This

agreedwith the earlier theory of Krasnoselskikh
and
Sotnikov[1977]. This processis termedas weakcolS• - S(•/wp•)(S/Av).
(36) lapseby Kuznetsovand Turitsyn[1990]and Hadzievski
et al. [1990].Whenthe mostof the energyis absorbed
Thus, in the early stage of soliton formation, as long by the electrons,the collapseprocessis called strong
2
2
as•/wp• >> k•A•, thetransverse
dimensions
ofthe collapse[Kuznetsov,
1996].
pancake-likesolitons(Sx) are much larger than the
longitudinalones(S), forminghighlyanisotropic,
elongated,dipolefieldstructures.Dystheet al. [1978]have 4. Discussion
foundan analyticalone-dimensional
solitoh(planar)s•
We have analyzed the ~ 1 ms observationsof the
lutionfor equation(34) •
whereasthe radius of the pancakeis

E•-E•0sech
S-• z•x

Langmuir waveswhich form broad intense peaks with
spatial scalesrangingfrom 480 to 1320 At. Our analysisindicatesthat the peak intensitiesof theseenvelopes

+

2]ex•

exceed the threshold for modulational

or OTSI

instabil-

given by

ities. The widths of these broad Langmuir field struc-

equation(35), the localmagnetic
fieldis •sumed to be

turescorrelate
wellwith(n•T•/W•)•/2,asexpected
for

where S is the thicknessof the pancake •

directedalongthe z axis. The stability of thesesolirons envelopesolitons. This implies that the density cavities
against the transverseperturbationshas been studied associatedwith these solitonsare most probably genby severalauthors[Rowland,1985; Kuznetsovet al., erated by the Langmuir waves themselvesdue to their
1986; Hadzievskiet al., 1990; Hadzievskiand Skoric, ponderomotiveforce. The predictedwidths of envelope
1991]. The linear growthrate of the solitohinstability solitonscalculatedusingthe observedintensitiesof the
broad Langmuir field structuresagreeremarkably well
is [Kuznetsov
et al., 1986;Hadzievskiet al., 1990]
with the observedwidths. These findingsstrongly suggest that the broad Langmuir wave peaks correspond
to envelopesolitonsgeneratedby the modulational or
(3s) oscillatingtwo-stream instabilities. This implies that
where((x) - E,n -• is Riemann'szeta function.This strong turbulence processesplay a significant role in
showsthat a strongenoughmagneticfield B with
the stabilization of the electron beams which generate
the Langmuir waves.

In earlierwork [Thejappaet al., 1993a],we discussed
can stabilize the linear instability. Howe•r, Hadzievski

et al. [1990]haveshownthat the instabilityreappears
if one takes into accountthe next term in the expansion

in transversewavenumberskx, and Langmuircollapse
will ensue.

As discussed
by Krasnoselskikh
and Sotnikov[1977],
eventhoughfor •/wp• • krAv, the transverse
dimensionof the planar solironSx is larger than the longitudinal oneS, and Sx will decreaserapidly in comparisonwith S, until the solitonsbecomeisotropic. Thus in

this casethe Fast EnvelopeSampler(FES) appearsto

the role of the electrostaticdecay instability which is
a weak turbulence processin the development of type
III bursts. During this process,the beam-excitedLangmuir wavesare expected to decay into daughter Langmuir wavesand ion acousticwaves. As shown by Thejappa et al., [1993a],the thresholdconditionfor electrostatic decay is satisfied for all broad peaks shown
in Figure 2, implying that this processshould coexist
with strongturbulenceprocesses
in the sourceregiohs
of someof the type III events. One can estimate the
maximum possible Doppler-shifted frequenciesf• for
the daughter ion acousticwavesby using the relation:

capture the solironsat the isotropicstageof their evolu-

f• _• k•(V•,o+ c•)/(2•r), wherek• •_ 2k• is the wave
tionwhenkrAv is approaching
•/wp•, andthesolirons number of the ion acousticwaves. Using the observed
evolveindependentlyof the local magneticfield. These valuesof l/•w, c• and kœ(seeTable 1), we obtain the
solitonsshould collapseeventually. These observations predicted valuesfor f• as 99.3, 69.2, and 86 Hz for the
results of Hadzievski et al.
December 11, February 22, and March 7 events,respec[1990],whichshowedthat the form of the cavitiesand tively. One can alsoestimatethe expectedion acoustic
trapped energydependon the magneticfield strength. electric field values, E,, by using the energy conservaIf the soliron conservedenergy, Krasnoselskikhand tion arguments. In the present case, E, values lie in

do not confirm the simulation

Sotnikov[1977]showedthat they couldnot constructa
self-similarsolution to collapsein a magnetic field. If

therange(1.4- 3.8)x 10-5 Vm-•, (5.3- 6.7)x 10-•
Vm-•, and(0.9-2.7)x 10-5 Vm-• fortheevents
ofDe-
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cember11, February22, and March7. In our previous 5. Conclusions
study,wefailedto find anyelectricfieldenhancements Using Ulyssesdata from the URAP experiment, we
whichmight correspond
to thesepredictedion acous- have presentedobservationalevidencefor Langmuir entic wavesignals.We thereforeconcluded
that although velopesolitons,generatedby the modulationalinstabil-

threshold
conditions
weresatisfied,
theelectrostatic
de- ity or OTSI in the sourceregionsof solar type III radio

cayprocess
wasnot evident.
bursts. The high time resolutionobservationsshowthat
In this study,rather than usingthe time profilesas
the type III associatedLangmuirwavesoccuras broad
shownby Thejappaet al. [1993a],weanalyzedthe spec- intensepeaks with timescalesrangingfrom 15 - 90 ms

tral dataof peakelectric
fieldsobtained
by the WFA (equivalentto the spatial scalesof 6- 27 km). We

during 1 to 2-min interv.
als coveringthe FES events. have identified the broad peaks as Langmuir envelope
In Figure4, we presentthe low-frequency
electricfield
solitonsbasedon: (1) I/VL/n•T• of the broad Langspectrafrom WFA as well as the high-frequency
spec- muir peaks are well above the modulational instability
tra from the PFR. It is clear from these plots that

for most of the cases,the low-frequency
electricfield

spectrashowweakenhancements
at ~ 100Hz coincident with the passage
of modulationallyunstablesolitons. We interpretthesesimultaneous
occurrences
of
low-frequency
electricfieldsignalsand Langmuirwaves
as evidenceof the coexistenceof weak and strongturbu-

threshold
of~ 10-5, (2) thespatialscales
oftheselocalized field structures,which range from 1 to 5 Langmuir
wavelengths,show a high degreeof inversecorrelation

with (Wœ/n•T•)
•/2, asexpected
of envelope
solirons,
and (3) the observed
widthsof thesebroadpeaksagree
very well with the predicted widths of envelope soli-

tonscalculatedusingthe observedvaluesWœ/n•T• and

lenceprocesses
in thetypeIII burstsource
regions
[see other solar wind parameters. These observationssupalso, Thejappaand MacDowall,1998]. This suggests port the view that strongturbulenceprocesses,namely

that duringsometypeIII eventsthe electrostatic
decay
the modulationalinstability or OTSI, are the meansby
instabilitycan removeLangmuirwavesfrom resonance whichsomeof the type III electronbeamsare stabilized.
with electron beams. This leads to the accumulation

In somecases,low-frequencyelectricfieldsshowweak

of Langmuirwavesat long wavelengths,
formingthe spectral enhancementsat ~ 100 Hz, perhaps corre-

so-calledweakturbulenceLangmuircondensate,
which
spondingto long-wavelengthion acousticwaves. The
eventuallybecomesmodulationallyunstable.
closeassociationof thesewaveswith the modulationally
There are at least three reasonsfor not detecting
unstable Langmuir solitons indicate that the electro-

low-frequency
waveenhancements
in association
with static decay instability coexistswith the modulational

solitonsfor some of the events. First, the size of the

solitonsis • 40 km, well below the coherencelength

instability in certain type III burst sourceregions.

of vb/7œ_• 1000km. Therefore
theresonances
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